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FO L WP OPER PRU I GTECH I UE

Remove prob~m areas first.

The necessity for pruning
can be reduced or eliminated
by selecting the proper plant
for the location. Plants that
might grow too large for the
site, are not entirely hardy or
become unsightly with age
should he usedwi -ely and kept
to a minimum in the landscape
plan. Advances in plant breed-
ing and selection in the nursery
industry provide a wide assort-
ment of plants requir'ng little
or no pruning, However, v'en
t e most uit hI , nd.. e
plants often require som ~run

ing. The guidelines pr sented
in this publication should be
helpful when pruning any
plant.

REASONS FOR PRUNING
• To improve the chance of survival at transplanting time.

To direct or correct growth in shade trees or avoid later
problems.
To maintain the natural shape of the tree.

• To maintain or limit the size of a plant so that it doesn't grow
out of bounds. .
To remove undesirable growth that detracts from the plant.,

• To remove broken, unsightly, diseased or insect-damaged
growth.
To remove suckers or water sprouts.
To improve future flowering and/or fruiting by removing
old flowers and fruit.
To remove storm damage.
To remove rubbing branches.
To remove existing stubs that allow diseases and insects to
enter the plant.

• To develop a particular form such as a hedge.
To produce compact growth and prevent legginess.

• To maintain maximum coloration on those plants selected
for twig or stem color.

• To improve or maintain flowering by selectively removing
some branches allowing light to penetrate to the interior of
the plant.

• To rejuvenate old or declining·plants by removing older
wood so young growth can develop.

• To increase safety to humans or property under trees by
removing large branches that are weak, broken or interfer-
ing with the house or other landscape features.

killed or ruined each year from
improper pruning than by
pests. Remember that pruning
is the removal or reduction of
certain plant parts that are not
required, that are no longer'
effective or that are ofno use to
th plant. It i done to supply
additional energy for the devel-
opment of flowers, fruits and
limbs that remain on the plant.
Pruning, which has several de-
finitions, essentially involves
r moving plant parts to 'm-
poe th eal h, I n ape ef-
fect or value of the plant. Once
the objectives are determined
and a few basic principles
understood, pruning primarily
is a matter of common sense.

•r
By cutting back to lateral
branches the tree or shrub is
trained to develop a desired
shape, to fill in an open area
caused by storm or wind dam-
age or to keep it in bound to fit
a given area. To properly train a
plant, one should understand
its natural growth habit. Always
avoid destroying the natural
shape or growth habit when
pruning unless maintaining a
close watch over the plant, for
after a period of time it at-
telnpts to assume the more
natural growth habit.
Make additional corrective

pruning to eliminate weak or
narrow crotches and remove
the less desirable leader where
double leaders occur. After
these cuts have been made,
stand back and take a look at
your work. Are there any other
corrective pruning cuts neces-
sary? If the' amount of wood
removed is con iderable, fur-
ther pruning may need to be
delayed a year or so. Remove
water prouts unle s needed to
fill a hole or to shade a large
limb until other branches de-
velop. If the water sprouts are
not needed, remove them, but
make the cut as close to the
trunk or limb as possible so no
stubs are left and the chance of
additional sprouts arising from
the adventitious buds near the
wound is reduced.

assumes the shape that allows it
to make the best use oflight in a
given location and climate. All
one needs to do to appreciate a
plant's ability to adapt itself to a
location is to walk into a wil-
derness nd see the beauty of
natural growing pants. .
Pruning, like any other skill,

requires knowing what you are
doing to achieve succe s. The
old id a tha anyone with a
chain saw or a pruning saw can
be a landscape pruner is far
fj m t.L r .It or ~.ee ,re
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1. Branch stub
2. Rubbing branches
3. Water sprout
4. Sucker
5. To space branches
6. Narrow, weak crotch
7. Broken and diseased

branch

some manner. It may be a
simple matter of low branches
being shaded by higher ones,
resulting in the fonnation of a
collar around the base of the
branch, restricting the flow of
llloisture and nutrients. Even-
tually the leaves wither and die
and the branch then drops offin
a high wind or storm. Often,
tender new branches of small
plants are broken off or are
pulled up by wild animals in
their quest for food. n the long
ruI , a plan gro "ng aturally

eased or proble limbs by cut-
ting them. at the point of origin .
or back to a strong lateral
branch or shoot. Often, remov-
ing this material opens the
canopy sufficiently so that no
further pruning is necessary.
The next step in pruning is to

make any training cuts needed.

-

a
Pruning should follow a defi-

nite plan. Consider the reason
or purpose before cutting be-
gins.
By making the pruning cuts

in a certain order, the total
number of cuts i reduced
greatly. The skilled pruner first
removes all dead, broken, dis-

Proper pruning enhances the
beauty of almost any landscape
tree and shrub, while improper
pruning can ruin or greatly
reduce its landscape potential.
In most cases, it is better not to
F!"!!!!~ than to QQ it incorrectly.
In nature, plants go years with
little 9r no pruning, but man
can ruin what nature has
created. By using improper
pruning methods healthy
plants are often weakened or
deformed. n nature, every
pat eventuall i r n d in



Cut

Prone tree in the center to reduce competition with the others. It can be removed with little
loss.
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Tree deformed by the wind (left) has curving branch (right) headed to
bud (A) pointing into the wind, leader thinned to more upright
growing lateral (B) and a downwind branch (C) headed to fonn a more
symmetrical tree.

Wind

Do not allow lateral branches to compete with main leader.

Definitions of Terms w E TO
Bleeding - the flow of sap from a cut or

injured surface of a plant.
Broad-leaved evergreen - an evergreen

plant with broad leaves that are not
needle-shaped.

Budded - the propagation of a plant by
inserting a dormant bud of one plant into
- - em of a 0 er.

Caliper - refers to the diameter of a tree. In
nursery-landscape practice, caliper is
measured 6 inches above the ground level
up to and including 4-inch diameter size
and 12 inches ·above the ground level for
larger sizes.

Candle - refers to early spring growth ofpine
shoots before needle expansion.

Central leader - the main stem of the tree
from which other branches develop. In
most cases, it is the trunk.

Crotch - the angle developed between two
connecting branches.

Deciduous - plants that normally have .
leaves only d ring the growing season and
lose their leaves during the dormant
season.

Dieback - the dying back of stems due to
adverse weather conditions, insects, dis-
eases or other causes.

Dormant - the period of the year when a
plant is not growing.

Drop-crotching - thinning type of pruning
in which a main branch or the leader is
removed by cutting to a large lateral. The
cut is made at the crotch formed with the
portion removed and the lateral re-
maining.

Dwarfing root stock - root used to reduce
the size of a plant on which it is grafted or
budded.

Espalier - to train a plant on a wire or trellis
against a wall or other support.

Grafted - the propagation of a plant by
joining two different plants together by
inserting a shoot from a desirable plant
into the stem or root of another plant.

Lateral- a branch originating from the main
trunk.

Legginess - growth that is generally tall
without much foliage near the ground,

resulting in an open and undesirable
plant.

Multiple stemmed plants - plants with inore
than one stem from the lJase compared to
plants with only a central leader.

Narrow-leaved evergreen - an evergreen
plant with leave that are needle-shaped~

One-year whip - refers to a I-year-old
unbranched tree.

Permanent branch - a branch that is part of
the major growth habit of the tree, usually
originating from the trunk.

Radial branch spacing - the distribution of
branches around the trunk of a tree.

Scaffold branching - a permanent branch
originating from the trunk and becoming a
part of the major branching or framework
of the tree.

Shearing - cutting back plants with hedge
shears resulting in a very formal habit.
Limit shearing to hedges, topiary or
where a formal garden is to be maintained.

Spore - reproductive organ of fungi similar
to a seed.

Sucker - a vigorous shoot originating from
root or stem tissue below ground.

Temporary branch - a branch usually
originating from the trunk that is removed
by pruning after permanent branches
have been selected.

Ter~inaJ - tip ends of branches.
Thinning - removal of connecting branches

to point of origin or shortening the length
of a branch by cutting to a lateral.

Trained - to dictate the development and
growth of a plant by physical means, such
as pruning.

Transplanting - moving a plant from one
place to another.

Vertical branch spacing - distribution of
branches up and down the trunk ofa tree.

Water sprout - vigorous shoot arising from
the trunk or older branches.

Wound - area where the bark ofa plant is cut
or damaged.

Wound dressing - a specially formulated
material applied to tree wounds to protect
the wood from cracking.

. Pruning can actually be done
at any time of the year; howev-
er, recommended times vary
with different plants. Contrary
to a popular belief, pruning at
the wrong time of the year does
not kill plants, but continual
improper pruning results in
dama or weaken d lant.
Do not prune at the conveni-
ence of the pruner, but rather
when it results in the least
damage to the plant. There is
little chance of damaging the
plant if the rule is followed. In
general, the best time to prune
most plants is during late win-
ter or early spring before
growth begins. There are ex-
ceptions to this rule, and they
will be noted under the discus-
sion of the specific plant
groups. The least desirable
time is immediately after new
growth develops in the spring.

A great amount offood stored in
roots and stems is used in
developing new growth. This
food should be replaced by new
foliage before it is removed; if
not, considerable dwarfing of
the plant may occur. This is a
common problem encountered
in runing.
It also is advisable to limit the

amount of pruning done late in
summer as new growth may be
encouraged on some plants.
This growth may not have suffi-
cient time to harden off before
cold weather arrives resulting
in cold damage or winter kill.
Late pruning also removes
valuable resources. Prune
plants damaged by storms or
vandalism or ones with dead
limbs as soon as possible to
avoid additional insect and dis-
ease problems that may de-
velop.
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direction in which the new
shoot will grow. Buds on top of
the twig probably will grow
upward at an angle and to the
side on which it is directed. In
most instances, it is advi able to
cut back each stem to a bud or
branch. Selected buds that
point to the outside of the pIa t
are more desirable than buds
pointing to the inside. By cut-
ting to an outside bud, the new
shoots will not gro throuah
the interior of the pant 0
crisscross.
To open up a woody plant,

prune out some of the center
growth and cut back terminals
to the buds that point outward.
In shortening a branch or twig,
cut it back to a side branch and
make the cut 1/2 inch above the
bud. If the cut is too close to the
bud, the bud usually dies. Ifthe
cut is too far from the bud, the
wood above the bud usually
dies, causing dead tips on the
end of the branches. When the

To encourage rapid healing
of wounds, make all cut flu h·
and smooth. This requires
good, sharp pruning equip-
ment. Do not I ave stubs since
they usually die back resulting
in decay that can be erious,
especially if large branches on'
the main trunk of the plant are
involved. Once die back starts,
the disease may spread easily to .
perfectly healthy tissue. The
problem is the same if the
branches are broken off rather
than cut. Avoid tearing the bark
when removing large branches.
It is better to make a jump cut
which relieves the weight ofthe
branch; then make the cut flush
with the limb or point oforigin.
Some specific rules are given in
the discussion on how to prune
various plants. Remember, no
two plants are exactly the same
so pruning techniques vary be-
tween plant species.
Most woody plants fall into

two categories based on the
arrangement of the buds on the
twigs and branches. In general,
the bud arrangements deter-
mine the plant's typical growth
habit. Buds may have an alter-
nate or an opposite arrange-
ment on the twigs. A plant with
alternate buds usually is round-
ed, pyramidal, inverted py-
ramidal or columnar in shape.
Plants having opposite buds
rarely assume any form other
than that of a rounded tree or
shrub with a rounded crown.
The position of the last pair of

rt-Dt-D"~'YY\·lr:J.\DC the

Results in decay

When removing large limbs, rnake three cuts
to prevent stripping the bark.

Second cut

Improperly pruned
limb'

(A) (B) Top view of alternate budded branch shows pruning cut to direct
growth to right or left side.

Bark

\".~L.r Cambium
Decay

Decay

Healing process of improperly pruned limb.

Results in decay

Limb split

Typical stem with
alternate buds

Limbs split from i1nproper pruning.

Split limb not
pruned .

After pruning, direction of growth is determined by position of bud
directly below cut.

D Cut

-----~

Pruning typical stem with alternate buds.
Side view of alternate budded branch. Cut at (C) encourages growth out
and up. Cut at (D) encourages horizontal growth, rarely downward.
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Two reasons for pruning
newly transplanted plants are'
to compensate for root loss at
digging and to train the plant.
Begin pruning at planting
time. Pruning bare root or
balled and burlap nursery
stock at planting time helps
compensate for roots lost in the
digging process. A living,
healthy plant has its root mass
and its leaf mass in a state of
equilibrium most of the time.
There are just enough leaves to
manufacture food and just
enough roots to take in water
and minerals. The two parts
supply each other and depend
on each other. 'When a plant js
dug, much of the root system is

left behind. Mter transplant-
ing, the leaves require more
water than the damaged root
system can supply; as a result,
the plants wilt. It will soon die
unless something is done to re-
duce the moisture loss either
by cutting back the top or by
changing the environment. By
cutting back the top of the
plant so that one-third to one-
half of the leaf area is removed,
one can compensate for the
loss of the roots cut by the
spade in the digging process.
It's also a good idea to remove
one-half to two-thirds of the
leaves of .plants at planting
time. This pruning helps rees-
tablish the plant. Trees dug

during the growing season usu-
ally have all or almost all of the

. leaves stripped off at digging
time. Several men wearing
leather gloves can strip a 5- to
6-inch tree in a few minutes
once it is dug and lying on the
ground.
Usually it is not necessary to

prune container-grown plants.
However, check the root sys-
tem of these plants and make
sure the roots are not circling
in the pot. If they are, cut
them and the top of the plant
some to compensate for root
damage.
Pruning to compensate for

root loss is also a good time to
do any necessary corrective

pruning. When a tree is plant-
ed, corrective pruning fre-
quently is needed to remove
undesirable and structurally
weak branches and to develop
a good arrangement of scaffold
branches. Some branches may
be left on the trunk as tempo-
rary branches and removed as
the tree matures. Nursery
trees are often 'headed back at
5 to 6 feet high to force the
growth of lateral branches.
While these trees'may be com-
pact and well proportioned for
their size, the lateral side
branches may be too low and
close together and usually
there is no leader. The best
time to prune a tree is during

the dormant season before new
growth begins and at the time
of planting. Some root loss al-
most always occurs when a tree
is dug, so thin about 20 to 30
percent of the branches to
compensate for root loss. Light
pruning during the growing
season directs the growth
where it is most effective and
reduces the amount of correc-
tive pruning needed later.
Thinning is the removal of a
branch at its point of origin on
the parent stem or back to a
lateral side branch, which be-
comes the new leader for that
branch. Heading back is 'cut-
ting a branch back to a stub,
lateral bud or weak lateral

Thinning-out removes a branch (A) or cuts to
a large one (B).

Light shaded branches and dotted lines show
how to thin deciduous shrubs. Thinning is
cutting offa branch where it is attached to the
trunk or a main stem.

Use thinning-out pruning to reduce growth and retain
natural shape at planting.

Check for circling roots and rerrwve.
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branch. This usually results in
dense, vigorous, upright new
growth directly below the new
cut and is not recommended.
It is important not to cut

back or remove the central
leader of trees such as pin
oaks, bald cypress and sweet
gum as this ruins their form.
On trees with a modified lead-
er such as maple, purple leaf
plum and linden, thin the ter-
minals back slightly to a later-
al, which then becomes the
new leader.
The height of the first

branch depends on the use of
the space under the tree.
The e branches retain their
position on the trunk, but as

they increase in diameter, they
appear to come closer to the
ground. Select the main scaf-
fold or lateral branches that
grow at wide angles to the
trunk. They are stronger and
have more connective wood at
the top, bottom and sides
where attached to the trunk. A
narrow angled crotch usually is
weak and has little connective
wood. As the branches become
heavier and begin to spread,
the crotch is apt to split during
a storm. Remove scaffold
branches with a narrow angle
of attachment as soon as possi-
ble. The location of the first
permanent lateral branch
above the ground depends on

how the tree is used in the
landscape. Branches below
this point can be treated as
temporary branches and re-
duced- in length or removed in
1 or 2 years.
When training a tree, pre-

vent lower branches from
growing faster than the main
trunk. Lateral branches should
always be smaller in diameter
than the trunk. Whenever a
trunk or branch forks, usually
one branch is larger than the
other. If the branch is too large
in relation to another branch or
trunk, prune it more severely
to reduce its total growth. The
vertical distance between he
main scaffold branches should

be 8 to 24 inches and more for
larger trees. Select branches so
that they develop like spokes
in a wheel around the trunk as
shown here. Good vertical
spacing prevents one limb
from growing directly over
another. Upright branches al-
ways are more vigorous than
horizontal branches. If a lateral
branch that begins to grow up-
right is allowed to continue,
the leader may become less
dominant. Therefore, remove
upright, competing branches
on a young tree as soon as pos-
sible. When two or more up-
right, growing aterals develop
at the same point on the trunk,
they are likely to choke out the

leader. These laterals should
have been pinched or cut back
earlier. ow remove the origi-
nalleader and one of the later-
als, as well. Whenever a termi-
nal leader has lost its domi-
nance, select a new one and
thin out the original leader.
When cutting branches that

cannot be held by one hand,
three separate cuts are neces-
sary. The first two cuts will
remove the branch without
tearing the bark as the branch
falls. The remaining stub is cut
offby a final cut made between
the center of the shoulder ring,
if present, and the upper or
lower side of the branch as
shown on page 4.

~ '~I

6 feet

4~:t!_

8 feat

Height of lowest branch should depend on use of space underneath the branch.

A branch with a narrow-angle attachment is more likely
to split.When possible, select scaffold

branches with wide, strong angles.
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Branches retain their position on the trunk but as
they increase in diameter, they become closer to the
ground.

Branches with good scaffolding require proper vertical and radial
spacing on the trunk.

Top view

3

2

Well-spaced branches have stronger attachments than those
growing close together or in a cluster.
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A headed tree forces many vigorous upright
shoots and loses its natural form .
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Thinning reduces the height and opens up a mature tree (left) retaining the natural
appearance and form (right).

A branch with narrow-angle attach-
ment may not split until branch is
quite large.

ARROW-LEAVED EVER REE SGPRUNI

leader seldom is noticeable af-
ter a few years.
Again, never leave short

stubs when cutting branches or
twigs. Make the pruning cut
flush with the point of origin.
When cutting branches ofa size
and weight that cannot be held
by hand, three separate cuts
are necessary; this is called a
jump cut. The first· two cuts
remove the branch about a. foot
from the parent stem without
tearing the bark as the branch
falls. The remaining stub is cut
off by a final cut parallel with
the remaining limb as shown on
page 4.
The ideal time to prune most

trees is during the dormant
season before new growth be-
gins. Flowering trees that
bloom in the spring are an.
exception for they should be
pruned after flowering. Other
possible exceptions are maple,
dogwood, birch and elm trees
where a flow of sap may occur
from pruning wounds made in
the winter. This "bleeding" is
not harmful, but is unsightly.
Delay pruning until mid-
summer on these plants to pre-
vent bleeding. An advantage to
summer pruning of other trees
is that areas requiring thinning
can be seen easily. Also, the
dead wood shows up easier
during the summer months
than in the winter months. In
the summer observe and mark
large branches that need to be
removed in the dormant
season.

the tree. A pruning cut to a bud
should be only V2 inch above the
bud and slightly slanted away
from the bud.
Thinning is a method of

pruning usually recommended
for most landscape trees. When
thinning remove an unwanted
branch at its point oforigin or to
a strong lateral branch. This
method conforms to the tree's
natural branching habit and the
results are less conspicuous.
Thinning makes a more open
tree and emphasizes the inter-
nal structure of the branches.
Thinning also reduces breakage
in wind and ice storms. Live
oaks, in particular, need to be
thinned out for this reason in
the northern half ofTexas. Un-
fortunately, topping or heading
is used too often to reduce tree
size. While more rapid than
thinning, the results usually are
much less desirable. Regrowth
is vigorous and upright from
the stub. New branches forIn a
broom-like growth arising from
adventitious buds just below
the surface and usually are
weakly attached to the bark of
the stubbed-back branch. Ac-
tually it is a bunch of water
sprouts weakly attached to the
main trunk. Therefore, during
wind or ice storms, the
branches break off easily.
Topping also shortens the life

of trees, rendering them sus-
ceptible to insect and disease
attacks. It also destroys the
tree's natural shape. Do not
prune the central leader of
tree unle n cessary. Ov r a
period of several years, remove
or cut back branches that com-
pete with the leader if the
branches are large. The crook
that results at the base ofa new

The home gardener should
limit his pruning of mature
trees to smaller branches that
can be reached from the
ground. Leave the trimming of
large branches and work off the
ground to professional tree
men who are skilled climbers
and have proper equipment
and insurance. Trees generally
require less pruning than other
ornamentals in the landscape
but may occasionally need cor-
rective pruning to maintain
health and vigor. Selecting
shade and flowering trees for
the best quality reduces the
need for pruning. Trees that
are fast growing and·are on the
borderline for hardness require
more pruning and should have
limited use in the landscape.
Base tree selection ~on height

and spread when fully grown.
Flower, fruit and foliage char-
acteristics also are important
considerations. Trees planted
in the landscape often need
corrective pruning to reduce
height and spread, to allow
more sunlight for grass and
flowers and to eliminate
branches. Early removal of
double leaders or narrow V-
shaped crotches prevents or
reduces broken branches in
storms as well as splitting
trunks as the trees mature. The
crook that results at the base of
a new leader seldom is notice-
able after two years' growth.
Early corrective pruning for

young trees is recommended
over drastic cutting of large
limbs in a mature tree. As a
general pruning principle al-
ways cut back to a lateral side
branch or bud.
Prune to conform to the nat-

ural shape or branching habit of

may occur when the plants are
young. Remove all but one of
the stems, leaving the straight-
est and strongest. When pines
are young and growing vigor-
ously, the top' growing point
may outdistance the rest of the
plant, resulting in an open
space between the main body
of the plant and the growing
tip. To encourage the plant to
branch and be more compact,
cut the top back to a dormant
bud located near the main body
of the plant. If this cutting back
is done when the plants are
young, there is little effect- on
plant appearance. It is better to
select a compact or dwarf form
of narrow-leaved evergreen
than to do a lot of pruning.
Many narrow-leaved ever-
greens will have much of the
inner foliage turn brown in
the fall, which is the natural
pruning process. The amount
ofbrowning may vary consider-
ably from season to season. This
is a natural shedding of older
leaves and is comparable to the
dropping of leaves by decidu-
ous plants. This occurs princi-
pally on cypress and some
pines, especially in the warm
areas of the state. Extensive
periods ofhot, dry weather also
contribute to the loss of leaves
on narrow-leaved evergreens.

after they come from the nur-
sery. Then if they are pruned a
little each year, severe prun-
ing, which exposes full
branches, is not necessary. Re-
move dead branches whenever
they occur. ew foliage from
surrounding branches will fill
in these gaps. The spreading
forms of junipers should have
the tip ends of their growth
trimmed each year. This holds
the plants in check and induces
a compact growth habit. An
example of a vigorous-growing,
spreading evergreen is pfitzer
juniper. It is common for this
plant to grow 12 to 18 inches or
more each year. To maintain
the natural shape of this plant,
it is necessary to cut back to
growing points. It also may be
necessary to cut back into the
previous year's wood to main-
tain the plant's size and shape.
For the narrow-leaved, up-

right evergreens, such as pines
or junipers, little pruning is
required. When pruning any
narrow-leaved evergreen do
not cut into bare wood behind
the foliage on the tips. Since
few adventitious buds are
formed on older twigs, the
plants may be damaged beyond
repair. Do not cut the central
leader of these plants except to
remove a multiple leader. This

Since narrow-leaved ever-
greens produce new growth in
spring and fall and do not grow
much in summer, prune about
the first or second week in April
in warmer sections ofTexas and
about the first or second week
of Mayor June in cooler areas.
About the only exception to this
rule is pines, which should be
pruned when the candle
growth develops in the spring.
Prune evergreens according to
their growth habits. Allow
these plants to assume their
natural shape. Do not shape
them into balls, birds or other
formal habits. Pruning is a mat-
ter of cutting the branches so
that a more desirable plant is
attained through compact, con-
trolled growth. This requires
pruning individual stems
rather than shearing. Shearing
not only ruins the natural
growth habit but prevents light
from penetrating into the cen-
ter of the plant resulting in
foliage drop. In addition, insect
and disease control becomes
difficult as spray materials can-
not penetrate to the center of
the plants.
There are certain rules to

follow for various types of nar-
row-leaved evergreens. Start
pruning when evergreens are
small, usually the first year

I.
Cut back central leader only when
it outdistances the rest of the plant.
This forces a lower bud to become
the new leader.

, \~
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Tip pruning on evergreens. ;,~

Dormant~'bud----.

.....1,

Remove multiple leaders on
spruce and pine, leaving best
one for new central leader.
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PRU G ATURE DEC DUOUS SHRUBS, S ALL TREES

above the u , elow a bud or
only a stub. Heading back or
shearing concentrates vigor-
ous, upright, new growth be-
low the cut. This method fre-
quently is done with hedge
shears without regard to the
natural form of plant branch-
ing. If every branch or twig is
headed back, more growth de-
velops than was removed by
the pruning and the natural
form of the plant is altered by
extra growth. Hedges are
pruned to a definite size or
shape with hedge shears.

side facing bud or branch.
Plants can be maintained at a
given height and spread for
years by thinning. This meth-
od works best with hand prun-
ing shears, not hedge shears.
Thinning allows for growth and
development of side branches.
Thin out the oldest and tallest
stems first. Make pruning cuts
about lf2 inch above the buds,
slightly angled away from the
bud as shown here.
Rejuvenate shrubs that have

become too large or contain
considerable unproductive
wood by cutting off the oldest
branches at the ground, leav-
ing only the newest stems. If
there are not many younger
stems, remove the older wood
over a 3-year period to main-
tain the overall shape of the
plant. New.shoots that develop
can be cut back to various
lengths by the thinning meth-
od that encourages strong
branch development. Plants
that often become overgrown
and can be rejuvenated in-
clude forsythia and spirea.
Plants, which are extensively
overgrown, severely weakened
or otherwise unhealthy, can be
cut back completely to the soil
in late winter. These shrubs
may not bloom for a year or
two, depending on the rate of
growth. There's also a chance
of losing these plants.
Heading back or shearing

refers to cutting back a branch
anywhere along the length of

ing the spring, produce their
flo ers on the previous sea-
son's growth. If such shrubs
and small trees are pruned ear-
ly in the spring before they
flower, most of the flower buds
will be removed. Prune all
plants that fall into this group
only after they have finished
blooming. Prune spring flow-
ering spireas, jasmine, lilacs,
beauty bush, flowering quince,
mock orange or philadelphus
and red bud trees immediately
after they have finished flower-
ing in the spring. Shrubs and
trees that bloom from early
summer until fall usually form
flowers on new wood produced
the same growing season. This
gives them sufficient time to
produce flowering stems from
early spring until the time they
flower. Prune this group of
plants while they are dormant
during late December through
February. In North Texas, it's
generally best to delay pruning
until February or March or un-
til the danger of late frost is
past so that the growth stimu-
lated by pruning will not be
killed. Some of the shrubs that
bloom on current season's
growth include abelia, butter-
fly bush, crape myrtles, shrub
althea and some of the hydran-
geas.
Three methods used to

prune deciduous shrubs and
small trees include thinning,
renewal or rejuvenation and
heading back or shearing. In
general, thin most deciduous
shrubs rather than shearing or
cutting back. Thinning pre-
vents excessive or unsightly
branch formation at the top of
the plant and maintains the
natural growth habit. This is
done by cutting off a branch
where it is attached to the
main stem. This is the least
conspicuous of all pruning
methods and is best for plants
that are too dense. To develop
branches, which grow toward
the outside of the plant, re-
move inward growing
branches and prune to an out-

growth habit and blooming
charac er·stics. Some plants
should be pruned as soon' as
they have finished flowering in
the spring; others should be
pruned before growth starts in
the spring.
Most deciduous shrubs and

small trees, which bloom dur-

2. Same shrub after removal of weak and Inter-
fering branches and with base $ucker growth
removed.

1. Shrub before pruning. Remove all weak and
dead branches.

Proper method of
pruning crape myrtle

ciduous shrubs to maintain
their natural habit of gro ,
encourage vigorous growth in
plants with colored twigs and
improve survival chances at
transplanting time. Pruning
methods used on deciduous
shrubs and small flowering
trees depend on the plant's

3. Final result: beautiful natural shape of shrub
is lost and bloom is sparse and ineffectual.

3. Final re ult: beautiful natural and distinctive
form of plant retained. Vigorous growth and
prolific and effective flowering.

The general pruning procedure illustrated above for pruning crape myrtle also applies to many other large shrubs or
small trees of similar structure.

2. Same plant after being pruned as indicated
above. All sucker growth remains.

1. Cutting on line shown by dashed line is too
often done when pruning shrubs.

Improper method of
pruning crape myrtle

Correct pruning is one of the
most essential of all mainte-
nance practices for shrubs and
small trees in the home land-
scape. Proper pruning helps
maintain vigor, control the
shape, form a desirable and-
scape effect and add years to
their usefulness. Prune de-

Thinning out Renewal Heading back

Pruning methods for deciduous shrubs.
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Goblet

more likely to induce flowering
than anything else. Cut shoots
back one-third to one-half their
length, which includes the pro-
duction of short spurs upon
which next season's flower clus-
ters are borne. Wisterias bloom
abundantly if planted in well-
drained soil and full sun,
watered well the first growing
season and pruned in the
summer.

Espalier plants are trained in
patterns on a flat surface such as
a fence or wall. With proper
care, plants can be trained into
almost any desired shape. Un-
less one is willing to maintain
such training indefinitely, how-
ever, it's better not to develop
such a plant. Usually, it's easier
to start with a trained plant
purchased from a nurseryman.
If a trained plant is not availa-
ble, use a l-year-old plant.
Most espaliers require pruning
throughout the growing season
to maintain the desired shape.
In most cases, it's better to have
some type ofa guide or wire on
the wall to encourage the plant
to move in that direction ..

Pruning ground covers usu-
ally is necessary only to remove
unhealthy tissue. Vigorous
ground covers include honey-
suckle, winter creepers, Asian
jasmine, Vinca minor, Vinca
major and English ivy. These
ground covers may be mow~d
with a rotary lawn mower or cut
back to 4 to 6 inches in height
every few years to keep the
beds vigorous, neat and well
manicured. The best time to do
this is in the early spring after
danger of frost has passed but
before new growth starts.

Modern formal

Belgian fence

Formal fan

Oblique

PRUNING VINES,
GROUND COVERS

The problems and pruning
vary with the different uses of
vines. Vines left unpruned for
many years become unattrac-
tive. They harbor wasps, col-
lect trash and lose their land-
scape effectiveness. Prune
them to prevent such hazards.
Vines usually cover an arbor or
wall. Used in these ways, they
are easily pruned' to give a
clean, well-kept appearance for
displaying flowers or fruit.
Some vines, such as honey-
suckle and winter creepers,
grow so fast and thick that
considerable pruning may be
necessary while other species
need little pruning. Prune most
vines in Texas during the dor-
mant season around February
or May. Prune dead, diseased
or damaged vines back to
healthy wood. Cut interfering
branches of woody vines such
as trumpet creepers or wisteria
back below the point of inter-
ference or at the junction with
the main stem. Prune out the
top one-third of overgrown or
elongated stems. Prune old ma-
ture stems that are declining in
vigor by one-third or more.
Each year, prune stems of

trumpet creepers and wisteria
to promote new growth and
flowers. Prune back the top of
the plant to force out new
branches. Give special atten-
tion to wisteria because consid-
erable confusion exists about
pruning and flowering. Prun-
ing wisteria extensively during
the dormant season encourages
rampant vegetative growth the
next spring. Instead, in July
prune out the long, straggly
growth leaving those branches
needed for climbing. This is

Oblique
palmette

Informal fan

Palmette

T l'
Cordon ~,

-= f ,.....

Single Double Tiered
U Double-Uvertical cordon cordon

Pruning young climbing roses.

Shown are some espalier patterns. The most commonly used is the Double-U.

For roses not damaged by winter, cut
canes back to 18 to 24 inches or to a
height in balance with other plants in a
rose bed.

back so they are maintained in
the desired area.
On all roses, consider the

cutting of the flowers as a form
of pruning. When gathering
roses, always leave at least two
sets of leaves on the branch
from which you cut the flower
to insure plant vigor. When
removing faded, spent flowers,
cut only as far as the first five-
leaflet leaf. When making cuts
on the ends of branches, cut at
45 degree angles above an out-
side bud V2 inch above the bud
with the lowest point on the
side opposite the bud, but not
below the bud itself. When re-
moving branches, never leave
stubs since these die and can
cause problems on the plant
later. Always remove branches
by cutting to a lateral branch or
bud or back to the base of the
rose plant.

Mature Roses
Rose plants need pruning to

tidy up their appearance; con-
trol size; and improve their
vigor, growing habits and
bloom. Pruning methods vary
according to the type of rose
plant. In South and Central
Texas, roses usually are cut
back more severely· than in
North Texas. This is due to the
longer growing season, result-
ing in larger bushes. To keep
them in bounds, spring prun-
ing usually is more drastic.
Prune about 3 to 4 weeks be-
fore the average date of the last
killing frost in your area. Roses
have a very low chilling re-
quirement to break dormancy.
A few weeks of cold weather in
December fulfills this require-
ment and new growth begins
the first warm spell in January
or February. Ifpruning is done
too early, the new growth be-
gins at the base of the plant,
and a sudden cold spell 'in late
February or early March can
severly damage or kill the
plant. If pruning is delayed,
the new growth will be in the
top of the unpruned canes and
only the upper portions of the
bush will be damaged in a late
freeze. An exception to this
rule involves climbing roses
which need to be pruned after
flowering in early spring.
Probably no other aspect of

growing roses has aroused as
many questions as has the sub-
ject of when and how to prune
roses even though it is not dIf-
ficult. By following a few sim-
ple rules you can improve their
appearance and vigor and con-
trol the q'uality and quantity of
the flowers. Pruning roses
dates back to the nineteenth
century when rose growers be-
gan to severely prune their
plants to produce larger
blooms for show. Unfortunate-
ly, plant longevity was of sec-
ondary importance to these ex-
hibitors. Some fundamental
practices of pruning roses cor-
rectly in all gardens, regardless
of type, are: 1) remove any
canes that have been damaged
by insects, diseases or storms;
2) remove one of two canes
which may be rubbing one
another; or 3) remove canes
that are spindly or smaller in
diameter than the size of a lead
pencil. After pruning accord-
ing to these general recom-
mendations, cut hybrid teas,
florabundas, grandifloras and
.polyanthas back to 12 inches
for large flowers and 18 to 24
inches for many smaller sized
flowers.
Climbing roses generally are

pruned to renew plant vigor by
removing the old canes since
the most productive and finest
blooms on climbers are pro-
duced on canes that arise from
the bottom of the plant the
previous year. These newer
canes produce more desirable
growth and flowers. Since the
canes may become quite long,
it is necessary to prune them

Potted or container-grown
rose plants need no pruning at
transplanting time except to
remove dead wood. Prune
packaged and dormant rose
plants if not prepruned by the
nurseryman. If not pruned, cut
them back to about 4 to 6 in-
ches above the bud union.
Leave three to five major
canes. Also while pruning,
check the root system. Re-
move any broken or damaged
roots.

For Transplanting

It is difficult to prune Firethorn with-
out eliminating last year's fruits plus
fruits and flowers for the next year.
Annual, light pruning insures flowers
and fruits each year.

Broad-leaved evergreens
such as gardenias, camelias,
azaleas, pyracantha (shown
here), hollies and photenias re-
quire very little pruning.
Lightly thin broad-leaved ever-
greens grown for their showy
fruit such as pyracantha and
holly during the dormant sea-
son if needed for shaping. Re-
move old or weak stems. This
group can go several years
without pruning except for
some slight cosmetic pruning to
keep them neat. If too much
wood is removed from these
plants at anytime, summer or
winter, the amount of fruit is
reduced the following season.
When these piants become oid
and straggly, cut them back 6 to
8 inches from the ground be-
fore spring growth begins.
Don't cut them back too early,
however, because a flush of
growth could freeze and set
them back. Prune only after the
danger of the last killing frost is
past. Such pruning stimulates
the growth of new wood from
the base of the plant. Many
gardeners prefer to .remove on-
ly about one-third of the
branches at one time and retain
the general contour of the
plant. This method also can be
used. In the long run, probably
the best thing to do with over-
grown broad-leaved ever-
greens is to remove and replace
them.

Pruning
Broad-Leaved
Evergreens
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Poor h pe

,
height and nev r lIo th m to
spread more than 3 £ et wide.
Completely reIno th old
canes after the fruit i har-
vested. Cut these back to the
ground.

Grapes and mu cadin
make e cellent plants for co ler':'
ing an arbor. They can grow
naturally over the arbor with
little or no pruning or be
pruned severely on a well-
maintained arbor. With the
natural ystem, vine grow ran-
domly, forming a thick mass of
canes. There is very little up-
keep and the vines produce a
dense shade. Sine the vines
are not pruned annually, ignif-
icantly less fruit is produced.
In the maintained ystem the

arbor is covered by vines which
are pruned to a ~o-bud, spur-
type cordon shown at the left.
Remove about 95 percent ofthe
annual growth each winter.
The individual vine is trained
into a cordon or horizontal
trunk with ,spurs distributed
every 6 inches along the trunk.
Each winter prune the canes
ari ing from the spurs so only
two to three buds are left on
each spur. There should never
be more than 20 spurs on a
single grape ine or 40 on a
muscadine ine. The spurs
should be approximately 6
inches apart on a given cordon
or trunk. February i the ideal
time to prune grap s. Prune
muscadines in D cember to
reduce hI eding.

Third year

Good shape

'J
Cement~ ,.

and then die. The are vigor-
ous growers and unless well
trained they oon mak a solid
mass of briar almo t impo i-
ble to p netrate. Th best time

~ to prune blackberries is im-
mediately after fruiting. Prune
the young, canes to 31/2 feet in

second year

Starting a hedge.

2x4

U

Pruning and shearing hedge

F

Fair hape

Brick

8 feet

.~

.:r
End view ofa grape arbor with a dormant lnature vine pruned to an arbor
cordon.

Two-~ud spur Cordon .

Trunk--

Side view ofa grap arbor with a dormant mature vine pruned to an arbor
cordon.

Two-bud spur
r--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=:ordon

First year

BI ckberri are one of the
easiest fruits to grow in Texas.
They are hardy producti e and
undemanding except for prun-
ing. Blackberries produce roots
that live indefinitely, but the
canes are bi-annual. They COIn

up one year, fruit the next
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Planting

G

Natural hedge

- of each flower cluster to im-
prove fruit size.
Prune pecan trees to a cen-

tral leader and otherwis treat
as a large shade tree. On ma-
ture tree , remove broken, dis-
eased or int rfering liInbs.
ake all cuts carefully and b

sure every liInb i removed for
a specific reason. Most large
pecan trees require very little
pruning.
Persimmon trees produce

fruit on the current season's
growth. Thin or head back as
needed to keep new growth
coming. Do not cut too heavily
or a mass of shoots and little
fruit result. Some persimmons
overbear with accompanying
danger of limb breakage when
cut back too harshly. General-
ly, they prune themselves and
many small twigs die back each
year.

Pomegranates are large,
bushy shrubs or small trees that
normally have a single stem.
Remove all suckers or extra
shoots at the base when they
produce this type growth.
Head back or thin as necessary
to keep the pomegranate igor-
ous with lots offruiting wood at
all times.
Walnuts require very little

pruning after they are estab-
lished. Remove all water
sprouts and dead, diseased or
broken branches. To avoid
bleeding, walnuts often are
pruned in the summer much
like elms and maples.

Ip

For a desirable shaped edge,
begin pruning when the plants
are small and continue this
procedure throughout the life
of the plant. A hedge requires
more pruning than any other
plant because of its formal
shape. In general, prune a
hedge so it is broader at the
base than at the top. A round or
pointed top is preferred since a
flat-topped hedge is more dif-
ficult to maintain and clip and is
more easily broken down by
weather and other causes.
When the hedge is wider at the
base than at the top, more light
reaches the lower foliage and it
remains healthier and more
compact. The taller the hedge,
the more important is the
shape. Long formal hedges re-
quire frequent shearing to keep
them attractive. This requires
considerable skilled labor. For
this reason, it is better to select
plant materials for hedges that
maintain a certain height thus
less frequent pruning is re-
quired.

pple, pear, plum and ch r-
ry trees produce fruit on little
spurs that grow very slowly.
They require onl light pruning
to remo e inferior or damaged
branches and twigs and to open
up th plant so light get in.
Peaches, apricots and nec-
tarines are just the opposite.
They grow vigorously sending
out long whips and getting out
of hand if not pruned severely.
Keep in mind that last sum-
mer's new growth produces
this year's flowers and fruit.
When growth is shortened and
t4inned, always leave some of
the previous year's growth or
the tree will not produce fruit
this year. Apricots and plums
grow fast like p~aches and pro-
duce flowers and fruit on new
wood. But they also produce
fruit on slow-growing, short
spurs the way apples do. By
opening the center of the tree,
light reaches these older fruit-
ing spurs and keeps them in
production.
Figs differ considerably in

their mann~r of growth and so
do the pruning methods. Prune
figs lightly while young to de-
velop an open framework and a
well-shaped tree or clump. .
Once the tree reaches bearing
age, little pruning is needed
unless it becomes too rank·
then thin out entire shoots a~
needed. In parts of Texas with
extremely cold weather, mulch
figs hea ily each fall with tra\v
or hay to protect the crown
from cold injury.

o - ts 0 I h r it-
rus usually are cut back to form
alar e shrub. The only pruning
needed i to thin the plant and
open up its normally dense
center. On loquats remove half
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